1. Looking for students who are curious and interested in exploring new ways of expressing themselves through various print techniques and book arts applications. Printmaking and Book Arts offer unlimited ways to express ideas through printed material, books, collaboration, installation, and mixed media. We are lucky in that we have complete book arts offerings - letterpress, binding, papermaking, paper sculpture, pulp painting- in addition to complete printmaking curriculum.

2. Most Challenging part- many processes take time to learn therefore students need to be patient and know that they will make mistakes along the way, but this is the greatest way to learn and grow in one's artist development.

3. Most rewarding- Printmaking is FUN!!!!! You will discover new avenues to make work that you’ve probably never experienced, Our area has great comradery and work together in the shop as well as outside activities. The Printmaking Student Association is very active and raises money to send students to national conferences as well as bring in nationally recognized artists to the area. Printmaking is the best of all worlds as it combines mark making, multiples, sculpture, graphic design, painterly applications, books, poetry, you name it! : )

4. We look for students who have an interest in the area and being involved in area activities. Just submit your best work that you think illustrates your interests.

5. Many BFA students pursue an MFA after undergraduate school, some start print shops or work in print shops, some start letterpress businesses, some work in galleries or other art related industries, some pursue artist residencies.